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Chapter 1
Introduction:
Bowling is a classic American past time enjoyed by people of all ages, but this
seemingly simple game has been off-limits to people with a disability. Including this
eager crowd of athletes is our priority, but the simple solutions will not cut it anymore.
The goal of our senior project is to allow people with a disability to bowl in a whole new
manner by incorporating spin and speed as variables, adding new dimensions to the
world of assistive bowling.
Focusing on athletes in joystick operated power chairs will hopefully provide a number
of athletes with various disabilities an unparalleled bowling experience. Our main clients
are Mike Ward and Doug Carrol, as well as other local athletes in San Luis Obispo. By
creating a customizable and universal bowling experience the Rock-N-Bowl II will bring
new features previously unavailable in assistive bowling systems. We are also working
closely with a team of Kinesiology experts, including Dr. Taylor, and trying to design a
bowling device to work with as many different people as possible.
It is highly important to get the motion and strategy of bowling as close as possible to
standard bowling. Using strategy and ball control allows people with a disability the
opportunity to truly compete with a standard bowler. Spinning the ball consistently will
be a key element of our design. The bowling device needs to allow curving the ball in
for a strike like the professionals do. Also, the bowler needs to control the speed of the
ball for optimal ball control. Giving the athlete this control will stimulate the athlete
more than standard "ramp" bowling, and give them the thrill of competition the way
they want.

Chapter 2
Background:
To design a device that best meets the needs of the user and to provide both an
enriching experience and a robust, durable product, we need to understand the
physical and mental capabilities of the user. Our main clients have restricted
movements, but making ourselves aware of a wide variety of physical and mental
disabilities will allow us to accommodate multiple users when designing our product.
While conducting background research we found it most reasonable to expect the
users to interact with the device as much as they are capable, so our system will need
to be able to accommodate people with very limited motion.
Our team learned several important things in researching not only physical and mental
disabilities, but also the basic human need for a sense of community common with
family sports like bowling. We first acknowledged the need for excitement in the sport of
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bowling. People who have disability are no different in their desire for challenge and
sport. Therefore, the experience we provide our users is just as essential as the quality of
our welds. This will play a huge role when designing our product. Our goal is to create a
product where there is room for failure, room for frustration, and room for growth.
Because one of our clients used to be an avid bowler and is still very interested in the
competition of the sport, we plan to pay close attention to creating a challenging
environment where the user will need to practice to be able to excel at a high level.
Our other client is looking for more of a social environment, so the device also needs to
be simple enough to be able to perform decently without extensive practice.
Other research conducted about competitive adaptive bowling was done to
determine what to expect for the more advanced user. We also learned about the
competitive adaptive bowling guidelines determined by the American Bowling
Congress (ABC) from a reference text, Adapted Physical Education and Sport, by
Joseph Winnick. Although competition guidelines are important, we also want to break
the rules a little to provide a fun experience where the user can spin the ball, which isn’t
allowed in most international adapted bowling competitions.
On top of research conducted on physical and
mental disability, we researched other adapted
bowling designs. The previous Cal Poly design,
the Rock N Bowler I(see Figure 1)provided the
user with a great experience, allowing them to
learn and grow in their adapted bowling ability
while connecting an otherwise neglected group
to a classic game. The biggest problem with the
previous design was that it didn’t last very long.
The Rock N Bowler achieved its goals of allowing
the user to give spin to the ball upon delivery,
and could even attach to the Universal Play
Frame (UPF); however, it only lasted a few weeks
in use before it broke. Having this information
makes durability one of our greatest concerns in
designing the improved Rock N Bowler II. The
only thing better than giving a person with a
disability the opportunity to bowl, is to allow
Figure 1: Rock N Bowler 1
them to bowl and become skilled with a device.
After looking at the Rock N Bowler I we noticed
that there was poor material selection that
caused it to have structurally weak points. Other devices encountered on the market
give a great model for structural design but many fail to emphasize the important idea
of the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE), or giving the user the fullest possible
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experience. The experience the user has with the bowling device is just as important as
the structural integrity. After reviewing several different adapted bowling devices
currently on the market, we see that the biggest improvement we can make is to
enhance the experience of our client.

Figure 2: IKAN Bowler attached to a power chair

Figure 3: Free standing bowling ramp produced by
FlagHouse Inc.

One of the best existing adaptive bowling
apparatuses is the IKAN Bowler (see Figure 2).
This design allows the bowler to use the
momentum of the chair and height of the
chair to make the ball roll down the alley,
which creates a fuller bowling experience. It
also has a sturdy ramp which gives it a strong
and dependable life. The IKAN Bowler
Company also produces a universal
wheelchair attachment which allows
anybody to use their product. We feel that
the IKAN Bowler is a great bench mark to try
to meet and/or exceed, thus we have set a
lot of our engineering specifications based on
its capabilities.
Another simple solution is the free standing
bowling ramp produced by FlagHouse
Inc.(see Figure 3below). This is just a basic
ramp that you roll the ball down towards the
pins. This ramp allows a quick change
between users and it is easy to set up and
use. The bowler simply pushes the ball down
the ramp once it is in the desired position.
After talking with some people that have
used a similar device we realized that the
light weight design and lack of mounting
caused many problems for the user. When
the ball is pushed down the ramp, the ramp
physically moves from the forces on the ball.
This makes the user dependent on two other
people to hold the ramp steady so the ball
rolls the way the user wants, which is the main
problem.
Our team has learned from the strengths and
weaknesses of previous designs both on the
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market and in academia. Knowledge of these strengths and weaknesses coupled with
a deeper understanding of our users’ capabilities gives us a good idea of what is
needed to achieve an inclusive environment in sport of bowling. These establish a good
platform to start our design.

Objectives:
The top priority of this project is to simulate a bowling experience for a person with a
disability that does not allow them to bowl conventionally. After talking with one of our
clients and our sponsor, Dr. Taylor of the Kinesiology Department, we have come up
with a list of requirements that will satisfy the needs of our users:
The end product should be able to “throw” the ball close to the normal speed of
a bowling ball, and it must curve the ball to enhance the bowling experience.
All of the user interface should be within a six inch range of motion around the
customer’s hand.
The device needs to easily attach to a wide variety of different wheelchair
designs, and be easily adaptable to go from one chair to another.
A personal assistant must be able to install it by unassisted, so the device cannot
be too heavy or cumbersome to prevent a single person from installing it.
Finally, the device must be easily transportable so that it can be used at multiple
bowling alleys, even though we are planning on leaving the device at Mustang
Lanes. Therefore, the device must come apart and fit in a car or truck for easy
transportation.
In order to accomplish these requirements, we developed them as Engineering
Specifications to guide our design process, as shown in Table 1, on the next page. These
Specifications were derived from our House of Quality; see Appendix A which shows the
importance of each specification to its intended user including the bowlers and any
personal assistants that will be helping with set up. The unique thing about the House of
Quality is that it takes into account all of the users and requirements for the project.
Then Quality Function Deployment (QFD), which takes into account all aspects of the
design process, was used to analyze the customer requirements and turn them into
engineering specifications based on the conclusions drawn from the House of Quality
discussed earlier. This also allows us to make a simpler specification list that narrows
down exactly what the product needs to do.
The most critical requirements for our design will be Ball Speed, User Input Range, Spin
Speed, and Life Span because all of these factors will affect our customer’s bowling
experience.
Ball speed is at the top of this list because the device we make should roll a bowling
ball at a comparable speed to the average bowler. Many current designs roll the ball
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relatively slowly and do not have the ability to vary the balls’ speed. To do this we will
mount the device to add some of the momentum from the chair to the ball.
Table 1: Engineering Specifications including: Risk, (H) High, (M) Medium, and (L) Low; and Compliance, (A)
Analysis, (T) Test, (S) Similarity to Existing Designs, and (I) Inspection. Risk determines how critical the
specification is to the design, and compliance determines how we will analyze that particular specification.

Spec.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Parameter Description
Ball speed
User Input Range
Spin Speed
Wheelchair Speed
Expected Life Span
Setup Time
Accuracy
Weight
Cost
Battery Life

Requirement
or Target
5 mph
6 in3
1 rad/s
4 mph
3000 games
5 mins
10” @ 60’
70lbs
1500 dollars
1 hr

Toleranc
e
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Max
Max
Max
Min

Risk

Compliance

H
H
H
L
H
L
M
L
M
L

T
T, S, I
A, T
T, S
A
T
T, I
A, T, S
A
A, T

The customers’ only method of interacting with the device will have to be through
simple hand movements and the motion of their own power chair. For this reason, a six
inch box of motion around the user’s hand will serve as our benchmark for how much
our customer can interact with the device. This means that anything we make must be
easy to use and require little activation pressure or movement.
One of the most important high risk specifications is spin speed, which is where the fun
factor comes in. The more spin we can offer the customer, the more fun the bowling
experience will be. This is also what will set our design apart from all the other assistive
bowling devices, so the spin speed is quite crucial. By offering variable spin speed, we
are providing a new bowling experience that will engage our customers more, and
create a unique bowling feel that the other currently available devices cannot. This
also gives the customer the least restrictive environment (LRE) that will simulate bowling
in a whole new way.
Lastly, life span is of utmost importance for our design due to the disappointingly short
life span of the Rock N Bowler I. Therefore, we have to use high factors of safety in our
calculations, and ensure that everything has the proper tolerances for high reliability
and infinite life.
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Chapter 3
Design Development:
Taking the specifications that we created, we moved on to brainstorming solutions. We
were able to come up with a lot of different ways to solve the problem. We broke the
main problem into two main sections, spin and forward motion. We brainstormed
different solutions to each problem and came up with the solutions in Table 2 below.
Table 2: This figure shows our initial ideas
regarding how to solve our problem

Forward
Motion
Ramp
Impulse
Actuator
Pitching
Machine
Cannon

Spin
Rifled Tube
Rollers
Variable
Friction
N/A

Top Concepts:
From these possible solutions we were
Figure 4: One set of sectional rollers down the middle of
able to mix and match the features to
the rails
create a few leading candidates for our
final design. One of our leading designs
was a ramp with one roller on each rail
angled down the slope, see Figure 4.This
design allows us to get most of the
device's length off the ground in front of
the chair and elevate it over the user to
increase mobility. Another concept that
we came up with is using segmented
rollers, see Figure 5, to allow a more
gradual transition and still apply the
same amount of spin. There is also the
possibility of using a pitching machine
Figure 5: Segmented rollers down the middle of the
rails
type device at the top of the ramp, see
Figure 6, so we can add as much spin as we want at the top of the ramp and then push
the ball down the ramp. An idea that we had to add more speed to the ball was to
make a spring loaded carriage, see Figure 7;this gives the ball an added kick down the
ramp. We also tried the idea of ditching the ramp all together and using a ball launcher
placed flat on the ground, see Figure 8. This idea was interesting because it potentially
has a lot of power but it would be harder to use and would make the user even further
- 12 -

Figure 6: Pitching Machine at the top of the rails

Figure 8: Flat non ramping spring loaded pitching
machine

Figure 7: Pitching Machine on spring loaded carriage

Figure 9: Ramp with two sets of rollers on the
rails

from the ball; thus creating a distanced
experience. The last idea that we are showing is a ramp with two sets of rollers, see
Figure 9below, this allows for maximum spin while getting the majority of the length
above the chair.

Selection Process
In order to narrow down the concepts to the best possible solution we used Pugh
matrices, which can be seen in Appendix A, to compare possible solutions and see
which ones were the most promising. Our first pass was comparing our solution ideas to
the IKAN Bowler to make sure that what we created was better than the current
solution, see Figure 45 in Appendix A. After the first pass at narrowing it down using Pugh
matrices we had a three-way tie between some of our similar concepts, Figure
45inAppendix A. This led us to make another Pugh matrix using our perceived top
design as the datum so we could see if it really was the best. The result of this Pugh
matrix was interesting because one of our other concepts appeared to win, but upon a
- 13 -

closer look it won because it was better at
Table 3: Ramp Testing Results where heavier
less important specifications. We then moved balls go faster, and the fastest speed recorded
was 6.32 mph and the average speed was 5.95
on to compare these solutions in a more
mph
complicated weighted decision matrix,
Figure 47Appendix A, which compares how
well a concept satisfies a specification to
how important that specification is. After this
matrix we were able to decide on our best
possible solution.

Testing:
Another important part of our concept
development and selection was the
prototype testing. Our first prototype used
parts from the broken Rock N Bowler I; the
test setup can be seen in Figure 10. We
tested if we could generate spin using rollers
on a slope, which was important so we could
see if angled rollers are a viable solution. It
was also necessary to determine if the spin
applied by the rollers could be maintained
when transitioning the ball from the angled

Figure 11: Ramp testing for spacing, height,
and angle parameters

Figure 10: Modified Rock-N-Bowl 1 testing for
spin
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rollers to the horizontal floor. We were able to confirm that this was possible which
allowed us move forward with our leading concept. The second prototype that we
tested was a full sized ramp. This ramp allowed us to experiment with ramp height,
angle, and rail spacing. From these tests we were able to find that we can reach
approximately 6 miles per hour with a 4 foot ramp, shown in Figure 11. The most
important thing that we learned from this prototype was the significance of having a
smooth transition from ramp to the alley. When we tested the ramp at a larger height,
we also decreased the transition time and increased the transition angle, because of
how the ramp was constructed. These changes caused a lot of the ball energy to be
lost at the foot of the ramp. This energy loss relates directly to the speed of the ball, so
with steeper angles the ball speed stayed almost constant as shown in Table 3.

Chosen Concept
The concept that we have chosen to move forward with is the ramp with two sets of
rollers, presented in Figure 12. From the decision matrices we concluded that this
solution will provide the user with the best bowling experience. This solution gives the
user the ability to apply the most spin to the ball and the most maneuverability with the
bowler attached.

Chapter 4
Description of the Final Design
After choosing our final concept we
moved forward with figuring out all the
details in each component. Our final
design can be seen in Figure 13. Our
design can be broken down in to four
sections; the ramp, support, attachment,
and controller.
The Ramp
The ramp is made of PVC sections and
rollers. There are two sets of rollers, a
powered one and a free spinning one. The
powered rollers are made of polyurethane
Figure 12: Conceptual solid model of our best design
to create a high friction surface to transfer
the rotation to the ball. The free-spinning roller is made of delrin to help eliminate any
losses to friction the ball would get from that side of the ramp. The driven rollers will be
powered by a Makita drill that is connected to the steel shaft down the middle of the
roller. The drill power will be transmitted by a flexible shaft bit extension which is coupled
to the shaft. The shaft is then coupled to another bit extension which connects to the
- 15 -

lower spinning roller. The shafts of
each roller are supported by bearings
on each end to allow them to spin
freely. See the roller assembly in
Figure 14.
The ramp is around 38 inches tall and
at an angle of 50 degrees to allow
the ball to get to 5 mph. This height
also allows for the ball to be roughly
in the user's lap to allow them to see
over the ball and down the lane and
to push the ball while the ramp is set
in the stationary position.
Support
Our support allows for quick assembly
because the ramp attaches with the use of a single nut in the top center of the support
shown in Figure 15 on the next page. The support carries most of the weight of the
bowler and provides a mounting surface for the motor, battery, and speed controller.
One of the main features of the support that allows everyone to use the device is the
locking casters. If for some reason the device is not able to mount to the power chair or
wheelchair, the support's locking casters will be able to hold the bowler in place so the
user can just use it in the stationary position. The stationary position still allows for spin
control, but it limits the speed control the user has since there is not height adjustability
and they will not be able to add speed to the ball from their chair.
Figure 13: Complete final design

Delrin Roller
Aluminum
Bracket

Steel Rod

Urethane
Roller

Bearings
Figure 14: Roller assembly with labeled parts
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Attachment
We decided to mount to strap
attachments on the front of the chassis of
his power chair, because it is the most rigid
mounting point on our user’s chair; the
loops can be seen in Figure 16. The aptly
named Gator Clamps are the solution to
our mounting situation; their name will
become more obvious after viewing Figure
17 below. We designed the Gator
Attachment to be a flexible way of
mounting to any power chair, wherein the
clamps can mount to a wide variety of
surfaces. The use of heavy duty pivot
locking hinges enables the Gator
Attachment to change height and
mounting angle easily and quickly while
maintaining rigidity. The Gators
themselves are mounted within a
telescoping steel tube that can change
the distance the whole bowling device
sits from the user. These tubes can also
be adjusted side to side to allow
different chair widths to be
accommodated. The adjustability of
our attachment allows for a more
universal system that mounts to a wide
variety of power chairs.

Single bolt for
attachment

Figure 15: U-shaped support

Figure 16: Attachment point on Mike's chair

Hinges

Tee Slotted Bar

Telescoping Bar

Gator Clamp

Figure 17: Gator Attachment with labeled parts
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Controller
To reduce cost, we have decided to
Users’ original
salvage parts from the drill that we originally
Adjustable
joystick
Collar
were going to scrap. Thus, the controller will
be dependent on the use of the drill's
Rock N Bowler
trigger for variable speed control, and by
Joystick
attaching a joystick to the trigger, our
customer will be able to comfortably and
easily change the speed of the spin
applied to the ball. The actual box that the
controller will be mounted in attaches to
the u-support leg through the use of a
sliding PVC collar that can lock into various
Aluminum Plate
heights and distances from the chair, as
demonstrated in Figure 18. This will then
create a customizable location of the
control box which will include moving it to
Figure 18: Controller close to the users’ joystick
the other side of the support as well. The
rollers do not turn themselves off
automatically, so the user will need to put
the joystick back into the neutral position after every bowl to stop the rollers. We expect
there to be a learning curve in which the users figure out how far they need to move
the joystick to get desirable results.

Analysis
There are many parts of the Rock-N-Bowl which
are of concern based on the forces they see.
For the most part, these areas are the ones
where the ball is exerting its maximum forces
on the ramp; see Figure 19, and the supporting
columns that hold the weight of the device,
see Figure 20 (see Appendix E).

Critical Force

Critical Force

Figure 19: Location of the critical force on
the ramp
Figure 20: Critical force on the stand
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Ball Speed
The speed of ball is crucial to the success of the bowler; if the device cannot roll the
ball at a descent speed, the device will not be able to satisfy the needs of the user.
After several meetings with our customer, measuring the speed of standard bowlers,
and in depth discussion amongst ourselves, we came to the conclusion that the
minimum speed of the bowling ball should be around 5 miles per hour. After some basic
kinematic analysis, see Appendix E, we found that with a height of 39 inches we get a
speed of 6.2 miles per hour at the end of the ramp. We chose the height of 39 inches so
that the user can comfortably see over the ball and down the lane. This satisfies our
spec, and using the wheelchair mount, the speed can be increased with the addition
of forward motion of the wheelchair.
PVC Pipe Bend
The next point of concern is the PVC pipe bend because it is the weakest point of our
design. Having PVC connected to two aluminum braces raises strength concerns for us,
so we investigated the area. The first calculation done on the bend was the impact
load caused by the ball. Assuming a ball weight of 16 pounds, we did the impact
calculations to find that the maximum force the ball can inflict on the bend, see
Appendix E. This impact force was found to be simply double the weight of the ball
because the ball is not dropped onto the roller but simply applying its weight
instantaneously to a point while still in contact with the ramp. The result yielded a shock
loading of 32 pounds. We then used the shock loading to find the fatigue of the area
due to the ball repeatedly pressing on the bend. Based on a two inch schedule 80 PVC
pipe, we found that the fatigue factor of safety is 1.661, see Appendix E. This is a little
lower than we had hoped, but this calculation was done using a 100 pound force
instead of the 32 pound impact for extra safety. Lastly, to ensure that the PVC bend will
hold, we found the simple stresses in the member using an impact force of 100 pounds,
which is greater than the actual impact force. The calculation that was performed in
EES yielded a factor of safety of 3.552, shown in Appendix E. This factor of safety is very
high and shows us that the PVC bend will in fact be able to withstand the forces of a
bowling ball.
PVC Support
We have chosen to use PVC as the legs of the Rock N Bowler II so they will bear the
weight of the whole device. Therefore, detailed calculations were needed to prove
that our material choice is justified. Our gut instinct was to assume that the member will
buckle, so we said that we will apply a 200 pound force on the top of the device. We
chose 200 pounds in case someone decides to sit on it. For this reason, a resulting force
on the top of each member will be 100 pounds, and assuming a worst case scenario of
a fixed free column in buckling, it was found that the PVC could hold 1277 pounds on
each side, shown in Appendix E. Thus, the PVC will not buckle.
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We also checked the deflection of the PVC legs while someone is sitting on it to prove
its stability. In order to perform bending analysis on the column we used an offset of the
axial load, from the caster offset, to create a moment on the beam. Again assuming a
100 pound force, the beam will only deflect .16 inches which means it will be very
stable, see Appendix E.
Torque Requirements
The last place that our device can fail is in spinning the ball. We performed a torque
analysis to prove that our device will be able to get a bowling ball spinning at our
specified 1.4 radians per second. By assuming that the ball doesn't slip on the roller, it
will take a 3.99 inch pound torque to get the ball spinning; see Appendix E. The drill that
we plan on using has a maximum torque rating of 400 inch pounds which is way above
what we need. Due to this large input torque the ability of the flex shafts used to
transmit torque from the motor to the rollers has come into question. Since flex shafts
don't really have published specs, we will need to further investigate the matter, but in
our research we found a good ball park number for their maximum torque input to be
around 156 inch pounds. To ensure that we do not break the flex shafts we will need to
limit the drill electronically to only be able to output a maximum of 80 inch pounds of
torque to get a factor of safety of two, and to increase the lifespan of all of the rotating
components.

Safety Considerations
The safety of our users is of utmost
importance to us since we do not want to
injure anyone with our device. This is
accomplished by using some clear
plexiglass shields to protect the user from
the rotating components of our design, see
Figure 21. These shields will be around both
the drill chuck and the rollers. The drill
chuck was previously exposed, but due to
its rotating nature we thought it best to
cover it up to protect the user from
potentially touching a rotating chuck. In
addition, a longer shield will go the length
of the rollers to make sure that the user's
knees do not touch the rollers and possibly
even get hit by a falling bowling ball. We
have also designed a back-stop for the top
of the bowler so that the ball cannot fall off
the back of the device and into the lap of
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Back-Stop
Motor Guard

Retention System

Roller Guard

Figure 21: The safety consideration on our
ramp.

the user. The back-stop is made up of plexiglass and aluminum L brackets to absorb the
forces of the ball. All of these shields will be tamper proof unless it is necessary to access
the component they are covering. We have also created an aluminum retention
system at the top of the ramp to keep the ball on the ramp even with an inopportune
turn by the user.

Material Selection
The basic materials of the Rock-N-Bowler include a plethora of steel and aluminum
components along with some PVC. We chose materials based on both their weight in
the modeled quantities and the strength for their particular application.
Ramp Materials
The ramp portion of our design uses a lot of different materials to sufficiently transmit
spin to the bowling ball. The most important material selected for our ramp is the
polyurethane for the rollers. Since the coefficient of friction of a perfect rubber on
rubber contact is very nearly 1, we chose polyurethane rubber for the rollers because
bowling balls are also made out of a harder polyurethane rubber. To contrast the
polyurethane powered roller on one side, there will also be a delrin roller on the other
side to allow the ball to slide easily and increase the performance of the spinning
mechanism, see Figure 22. Bearings in an aluminum housing will be used to hold the

Delrin Roller
Aluminum
Bracket

Steel Rod

Urethane
Roller

Bearings
Figure 22: Roller assembly with labeled parts

rollers in place. These aluminum braces will also keep the rollers spaced equally while
being light weight and easily machined. Since the PVC bend in the Analysis section
could hold up to the balls' maximum force, just about any metallic material will hold up
to the forces caused by the ball. Lastly, a steel rod will be inserted into the rollers to
provide bending resistance and shaft whirl protection. This will be mirrored on the other
side by mounting the delrin on a steel rod also.
U-Shaped Support
The top of the ramp will be mounted to a u-shaped support, see Figure 23 on the next
page, that will be held up with PVC pipe legs because of their availability, low cost,
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Aluminum Plate

PVC Legs

and acceptable strength, see Analysis section. At
the end of these legs there are lockable casters to
allow for both easy rolling when the device is
attached and stable stationary use when not
attached. The other main component of the
support is the top section made out of aluminum
plate. This plate will be the main mounting point of
the Ramp, Motor, and Battery. This plate will also
hold the plexiglass safety guards because of its
location above the user's lap.

Casters

Figure 23: U mount with labeled
components

Gator Attachment
In order to mount the device to the
users' power chair, we will need to
rigidly clamp to some part of a
power chair. Based largely on our
Figure 24: Attachment point on Mike's chair
customer's power chair, we have
decided to mount to the strap mounting point, see Figure 24above. This is a good rigid
mounting point, and by making the attachment adjustable in both vertically and
horizontally, the gator clamps will be able to reach many different locations on different
power chairs. Even if for some reason the Gator's don't work, the caster wheels at the
bottom of the u-support will be lockable to hold the bowler in place for anyone to use
regardless of their power chair design.

Hinges

Tee Slotted Bar

Telescoping Bar

Gator Clamp

Figure 25: Gator Attachment with labeled parts
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The most concerning part of the Gator attachment is the heavy duty quick locking
hinges, which allow for fast adjustment of the Gator height and angle. The concern is
that the hinges cost $107 each. In order to have a rigid mount, we need expensive
heavy duty hinges so that attachment is easily accomplished and structurally sound.
There are cheaper versions of these hinges, but they sacrifice strength by a factor of
three. Next, to allow for different widths and distances of power chairs to the device,
the gator attachment has a T-slotted bar with two telescoping rods to allow for width
and distance adjustments. Lastly, the Gators themselves are at the end of the
telescoping rod to grab onto whatever is easily accessible and rigid on the chassis of
the chair, see Figure 25 on the previous page. This will allow for the greatest amount of
flexibility in the mounting system.
Motor controller
Varying the speed of the rollers will allow the
user to change the amount of hook on the
bowling ball. To allow for user adjustable speed,
we plan on using the drill trigger assembly by
removing it from the grip. Next, the trigger will be
mounted inside of a plastic project box that will
have a slot to guide the joystick. By mounting
the joystick with two 90 degree brackets, we will
be able to tighten the through bolt enough to
prevent the joystick from moving around on its
own, but it will still be able to push against the
trigger and cause the rollers to spin. The nature
of bowling is that there is a wait time between
bowls to allow for pin resetting and ball retrieval,
so after a throw, the user should turn off the
rollers to save power. This will keep the user from
leaving the roller speed joystick in one position
and having two identical throws, thereby
creating a new skill of positioning the joystick in
the right spot to get the desired spin.

Figure 26: Controller assembly

The project box will house all of the electrical components of the controller and be
mounted to the stand by a sliding and locking PVC collar. An elbow will bring the
controller right next to the users’ original joystick, to view the system see Figure 26
above. The use of PVC in the arm will provide an easy wire hiding system to make the
support look clean and tidy. Castellating the bottom of the collar will let the user set
how close the joystick will sit to the original joystick, because the castellation will fit into
a pin for both radial and height adjustment to accommodate different users'
preferences.
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Special Fabrication
Due to the simplicity of our design, the only parts that need to be specially made are
the aluminum braces that house the bearings and hold the rollers. These braces will
need to be CNC milled to ensure that the arcs are precise, and that the nubs and
bearings can press into them. Even though these parts need to be CNC machined,
they are still an easy CNC project because they do not have any difficult contours; just
simple three axis codes will suffice.

Assembly Instructions
To assemble the Rock-N-Bowl II requires just a single nut, and connecting a few simple
electrical connectors. The Rock-N-Bowl II will break into two easily manageable pieces;
the u-support and the ramp assembly. These two pieces will be attached, by design,
with a single hand tightened nut at the top center of the support. The ramp will not
rotate because of a lip on the mounting plate that keeps the plates in line. There are
also quick release locking hinges at the bottom of the u-shaped support that connect
the legs to the aluminum plate.

Maintenance and repair
The Rock-N-Bowl II is designed using components that require little to no maintenance.
All of the bearings are sealed and do not require additional lubrication, and the drill is
completely self-sufficient. The only regular maintenance required will be recharging the
battery and using mineral spirits to wipe off any oils that have accumulated on the rails.
In the event that a part requires repair, the Rock-N-Bowl is held together with bolts that
can be removed to open up a roller and get to any part necessary for repair. In
addition, most of the parts are sold online and readily available for next day shipping if
needed. The use of simple components that can be located in local hardware stores
also increases the availability of replacement parts. The expensive and hard to find
parts of the Rock-N-Bowl have been over designed to ensure longevity and reliability.

Cost
To ensure a sturdy and robust product, expensive materials were selected, and all
crucial areas were designed with high factors of safety to make the product work as
promised. To see the full pricing and detailed cost report see Appendix C. Below in
Table 4is a simple cost breakdown of the various subsystems that make up the Rock-NBowler. You can see all the vendor specifications for the selected parts in Appendix D.
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Table 4: Simple cost break down by sub system

Selected Parts

Description

Cost

Ramp

Full Roller Assembly

$413.12

U and Legs

Stand and Motor Mount

$134.09

Attachment

Gator Attachment

$318.69

Safety

Safety Guards

$71.21

Controller

Electronics and Joystick

$23.99

Misc.

All other Components

$65.96

Tax

$92.44
Total Cost for 1

$1227.75

Total Cost for 2

$2174.05

Testing
By inspection, the most critical point of our
design is the flexible shaft system that
delivers power to both of the rollers. After
some torture tests of the flex shafts, we
found that they catastrophically fail after
only five minutes of being spun at 2000
RPM which means that a new power
transmission method must be used. Using
a drill motor, our options are gears, chains,
or belts of which belts would be the
easiest to implement without adding too
much additional weight. The new model
for the drive system can be seen in Error!
Figure 27: Revised system from spinning the rollers
including a belt that goes over the top of the roller.
Reference source not found..

Chapter 5
Building the Rock-N-Bowl II proved to be quite challenging since all of the components
were unique, and aside from nuts and bolts, none of the components are direct off the
shelf parts. For this reason, every single part of the Rock-N-Bowl II was custom.
Since there was a very large amount of manufacturing to be done, the device was split
into four sub-assemblies so that each team member could be working on a different
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assembly simultaneously and increase productivity. The four assemblies were the Gator
Attachment, Ramp, U-Stand, and Controller. For simplicity reasons, the Gator
Attachment was the first assembly finished.

Gator Assembly
The Gator Assembly had the least custom parts and could therefore be built quickly
and easily. The band saws and cold saws were used to cut the long pieces to length,
and then mills were used to accurately drill holes in the desired locations. There was a
small amount of turning necessary to make the connecting sleeves for the heavy duty
pivot locking hinges, so the manual Lathes were used. Our original design involved
welding the last sleeve to the T-Slot
stock, but after some testing using
the TIG welder, this design proved
impossible due to the two dissimilar
metals. Also, the original design
used steel telescoping rods which
ended up being far too heavy for
the system to support (for more
details see Appendix E), so new
Aluminum Telescoping rods were
designed to reduce weight
without compromising
Figure 28: Completed gator attachment waiting for other assemblies
to be completed.
adjustability.

Ramp
The Ramp assembly was the
most critical part of the whole
design, and thus required some
very advanced machining
techniques to allow the system
to spin and fit together. The
crucial parts of the ramp
assembly were the six braces
that connected everything
together. Since these braces
used some pretty complicated
geometries, machining them by
hand would have been virtually
Figure 29: Richard using the CNC mill to create the braces.
impossible, so CNC mills were
used to cut the braces out of a sheet of aluminum, see Figure 29. This was done using
the Haas TM1-P CNC mill in the Mustang '60 machine shop. This machine was also used
to make the large hole in the bottom plate for the low profile caster to sit in. To
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Figure 30: Richard press fitting the nubs into
the braces.

Figure 31: Josh cutting the roller rods to
length on an abrasive chop saw.

complete the brace assemblies, very high
tolerance nubs needed to be machined to
achieve a proper interference fit inside the
brackets, see Figure 30. In this case, since
the nubs were round, the Haas TL1 CNC
lathe in the Cal Poly Hanger was used to
ensure accuracy and repeatability.
Much simpler machinery was used to cut
and turn the steel rods that are crucial for
the structural integrity of the product, and
in this case an abrasive chop saw, see
Figure 31, and a Clausing Metosa Engine
Lathe in the Cal Poly Hanger worked quite
well. The top plate of the ramp was milled
to size and drilled using a manual mill, and
for this particular application, the Ganesh
Vertical Knee mill, also in the Cal Poly
Hanger, worked wonderfully. After the rods
and braces were completed we were able
to complete the roller assembly, see Figure
32.
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Figure 32: Travis and Josh with the completed roller
assembly

Some of the easier components on
the ramp were simply cut using wood
working tools like a Compound Miter
Saw and drill press. In order to ensure
the angle of the bent PVC sections
we made a wooden jig to make
each section the same size and
angle, see Figure 33.
The entire ramp assembly had the
least amount of changes made
during its production; however, we
had initially planned on gluing the
PVC sections, see Figure 34, to the
aluminum nubs and after some testing
the bond broke. This then required a
new way of attaching the PVC to the
nubs which was solved by inserting 27
screws down the length of the ramp.
These screws not only held the ramp
together better, but also increased the
rigidity of the bowler significantly.

Figure 33: Travis cutting the bent PVC sections using the
wooden jig.

The last component added to the
ramp was the torsion bar, see Figure 35.
Figure 34: Josh assembling the ramp using the glue.
When the ramp was first assembled
there were some major flexing issues in the ramp
section, so to combat these and to stiffen the system,
Torsion
the torsion bar was installed down the center of the
Bar
ramp. This solution actually ended up working very
well, and eliminated the twisting effect the ramp was
experiencing while being moved.

U-Stand
Building the U-Stand was supposed to be a simple job,
but we ran into problems with its design after assembly.
First off, the casters were attached to the two inch PVC
end caps using a lathe to ensure accuracy. Then the
two inch schedule 80 PVC pipe was cut to make the
legs, and after this, we started having problems.
Figure 35: Completed ramp with
torsion bar.
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The first problem we noticed was
that the table hinges, see Figure
36, used to allow the legs to fold
up didn't have a uniform bolt
pattern, so after much careful
measuring, the holes were
located and the top plate was
drilled to reflect all of the
mounting holes necessary. After
the stand was complete and the
Figure 36: Table hinge used to attach the legs to the u-plate
ramp was set on it, the legs were
flexing a lot more than the
calculations (in Appendix E)
predicted. Investigating this issue
revealed that the hinges had quite a
bit of slop in them, and when we
attached the bowler to a power chair,
it was apparent the slop was
unacceptable. To fix this issue,
aluminum inserts were machined to fit
inside the legs and using a thumb
screw, see Figure 37, force the legs to
be pulled towards the plate, this
Figure 37: Thumb screw added to create the necessary
leg rigidity.
solution fixed the slop in the hinges
because it removed all of the stress on
the hinges and translated it to the much stronger mounting plate. The last issue which
caused a few problems was the connection to the ramp, originally, the top plate of the
ramp was supposed to line up perfectly with the mounting plate on the stand. After
making everything, one of the dimensions was slightly off and allowed the stand to twist
a tiny bit with the ramp attached, so to fix it, two screws were inserted to keep the ramp
in the right position.

Control Box
The last assembly which turned out to be one of the hardest was the control box. The
original design used a joystick, just like the one found on our customers power chair, but
we ran into some problems when trying to find a rotational potentiometer that could be
fully activated using only a quarter turn. Thus, the idea of using the drill's control trigger
was tested, but the return spring in the trigger was too strong which caused the joystick
to move on its own.
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We then found a sliding potentiometer
that was large enough to have a
desirable range of motion. This is exactly
the point where we started having issues.
A joystick inherently wants to apply a
moment on something and the
potentiometer only accepts side to side
motion. After about six different designs
using the joystick and sliding
potentiometer, we found that
connecting the two would be far too
complicated to pursue any further, so a
new design was tested. The new design
used a nub that would slide in a track
instead of a joystick. After acquiring a
new box, which was smartly chosen as a
conduit box to allow for direct mounting
to the U-Stand, a new design with a
large power switch, see Figure 38, and
an ergonomic nub, see Figure 39,
became the new user interface. This
new design makes turning on the "spin"
mechanism fast and easy. Most
importantly, this design works very well for
our customer. To allow for complete
adjustability we cut castellations into the
collar around the leg, see Figure 40, so
the user can choose how far the
controller is from their chair, which is
valuable so that many different athletes
can use it comfortably.

Recommendations for Future
Manufacturing:

Figure 38: Control box showing the easy on/off switch.

Figure 39: Control box with the user using the sliding nub
control.

Figure 40: Castellations being used to adjust the angle of

the control box.
To simplify manufacturing in the future,
purchasing components that are already
close to their final size would cut down on machining time, and by changing some of
the components to more readily available off-the-shelf components would help make
manufacturing go a lot faster. In addition, better more high tech machines could be
used to speed up the machining of most of the components. Also, using the most
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recent drawings will ensure that all of the parts will be updated and compatible with
each other.

Chapter 6
Test Description
In the design process we have encountered several specifications which we could not
precisely design for because they require testing for validation. One such example is
the final velocity of the bowling ball because it depends on too many factors that we
could not determine, so a test needed to be done at the bowling alley to see if we
meet our target velocity at the end of the bowling alley. Below in Table 5 is a detailed
list of the testing that was will performed to verify that our product will return the desired
results specified by our customer.
Table 5: Testing plan based on our specifications

Specification
Description

Test Description

Acceptable
Range

Ball Speed

Use the Speedometer at the end of the bowling alley
to see if the ball goes fast enough

5mph

Spin Speed

Test to see if the ball can spin from oneside of the lane
to the other

1 rad/s

Setup Time

Setup the bowler as fast we can

5 minutes

Accuracy

See if we can hit the pins at the end of the alley

10” @ 60’

Weight

Place the device on a large scale

70 lbs

Battery Life

Run the drill until the batteries fully discharge

1 hour

Pinch Points and
Go through and make sure there are no sharp edges
Edge Prep

No sharp
points

Stability

Lock the casters and apply a 20lbf to ensure it will not
fall over

Does not fall
over

Attachment

Try to attach the device to the customer’s power chair

Attaches
successfully

Repeatability

Test for the same results on multiple throws

10” @ 60’
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Weight Testing:
Spec: 70 pounds
Measured Weight: 67 pounds
We tested the weight of the Rock N Bowler II using one of the scales in the Mustang 60
shop. We weighed it by holding all the pieces and weighing it and our bodies and then
subtracting our body weight. This test will be done three times to confirm a good
weight. We were looking for a weight around 70 pounds for the completed Rock N
Bowler II. This test was completed once the final machining and assembling was
completed.
Battery Life:
Spec: 1 hour
Measured: 13 minutes of continuous spinning per battery. There are two batteries and
when being used correctly the rollers should be on for less than half the time
bowling therefore we achieved the goal of an hour of bowling battery life.
We tested the battery life by fully charging one of the large batteries and then hooking
it up to the powered roller and letting it run at full speed until the battery died. We did
this test procedure three times to find an average
battery life. This test was performed in the Bonderson
work area. We were looking for a result of at least
one hour before the battery dies to meet our
specification.
User Control:
Spec: 6” box
Result: Within our user’s range of motion and strength
capabilities
We tested our controller box by allowing our athlete
to use it to control the motor speed. We confirmed
that the amount of force needed to move the
controller joystick and launch the ball did not exceed
our athlete’s capabilities, see Figure 41. We also
confirmed that the athlete has the ability to properly
select roller spin speed. Lastly, to satisfy our
specification, we confirmed that the user input range
does not exceed the six inch box.
Figure 41: Athlete using the ramp in its
stationary position.
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Ball Speed:
Spec: 6 mph
Measured: 6 mph
To test ball speed, we brought the Rock N Bowler II to the Mustang Lanes and rolled
varying size bowling balls from the top of the ramp with static initial conditions. We
rolled each size ball (8, 10, 12, and 15 pound) ten times. The setup consisted of existing
speedometers located at the end of each lane. Rock N Bowler II was placed at the
foul line, as that represents the closest legal point to the pins. The speed readings given
to us from the built in speedometers reflected the ball speed at the end of the lane.
This reading was sufficient because our required speed reflects the final speed.
Set Up Time:
Spec: 5 minutes
Measured: less than 5 minutes
To test set up time, we first had all 3 major parts
of the Rock N Bowler II (Ramp, Gator
Attachment, and U-Stand) laid out on the
ground, and then had one person time another
team member to see how long it took to
assemble and be ready to use. The common
user will always have at least one helper with
them, so we figured that only one member of our
team at a time can set it up. We repeated this
process so that each member will have to set it
up. Our required set up time was five minutes,
which was easily accomplished by all three
members of our group, thus fulfilling our
requirement.
Attachment Testing:
Spec: Ensure proper attachment
Result: Easily and firmly attaches to the users
chair.

Figure 42: Testing set-up and attachment time
and stability.

Testing the attachment was a critical part of our
project because the device cannot “runaway,” so to ensure a tight fit we made sure
that each gator can hold 200 pounds. Since the device will weigh 70 pounds total, and
we have two gators, this should be a sufficient test for attachment. To put a 100 pound
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force on the gators, we will attach them to a stationary beam and see if they can
support the weight of a group member since each of us weighs approximately 200
pounds.
Pinch Points:
Result: No pinch points are around the user. The only pinch points are at the leg hinges
when assembling due to the legs swing out into position.
Pinch points required a very through test in which all of the moving parts were
examined for possible areas where people could get hurt. This will be accomplished by
moving all of the attachment pieces to their extremities, and the leg locking
mechanisms to their extremes. We did not find any significant pinch points. The most
dangerous component is the motor and spinning rollers which are either far away from
the user or protected by a safety shield.
Edge Preparation:
Result: All edges and corners have been rounded to
prevent the users from harming themselves
Edge preparation was critical to the safety of our
users because the device is intended to be handled,
so any burrs and imperfections needed to be
eliminated while we were making the pieces, see
Figure 43. Ensuring that all of our parts were properly
de-burred and rounded while we were building
saved us a lot of time when it came to testing the
edge preparation. We ran our hands on all the
edges and make sure that there was no way
someone could hurt themselves.
Accuracy Testing:
Spec: 10” at 60’
Figure 43: Josh deburring edges to
prevent cutting the user.

Measured: less than 10” variation at 60’

To test the accuracy of our bowler we brought it up to Mustang Lanes and tested to
see if we could hit what we’re aiming at. This was slightly subjective to the user since we
had no experience with the device; however, we were able to replicate throws to
ensure that the device is accurate. We recorded the scores we got bowling while using
the device over our testing to see how you improve when you learn how to use the
device. We saw a steady increase in scores throughout the testing. We started with a
score of 95 and after two more games we ended with 124.
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Management Plan
Josh Grip- Meeting Coordinator, Researcher, Quality Inspector and Solid Modeler
Meeting Coordinator- Josh makes sure that we have updated agendas for our
meetings and that everyone who needs a copy has one. He will make sure that we
have necessary discussions and that everyone is clear on what needs to be done.
Researcher- Josh is the lead in finding the necessary information for our team. He spearheads looking into the current solutions to adaptive bowling and will continue to look
into the information we need throughout the project.
Quality Inspector- Josh checks all critical dimensions of parts that are made and makes
sure they are within tolerance.
Solid Modeler- Ensures that all Solid models are accurate, and comply with standard
modeling conventions. In addition, Josh will provide the final part and assembly
drawings for entire project.
Travis Rodrigues- Document Control, Progress Updater, Modeling Assistant, and Plastics
Specialist
Document Control- Travis is the final document editor and will do the final formatting of
the documents we submit. He will take on the responsibility of making sure documents
are completed in a timely fashion and with acceptable quality.
Progress Updater- Travis will keep the constantly changing information of our groups
Google Wave account current with the most pertinent information. This will keep the
team updated on any developments so they can make decisions with current
information.
Modeling Assistant- Travis provides smaller drawings and assemblies when Josh is
overwhelmed.
Plastics Specialist- Travis is in charge of all plastic operations and assembly of PVC,
Delrin, and Plexiglass components.
Richard Rozporka- Communication Coordinator, Manufacturing Coordinator, Material
Selector and Writer
Communication Coordinator- Is the lead contact between the engineering group and
all other outside people. He relays information both from the engineering group to the
other stakeholders on the project and from the stake holders to the engineering group.
Manufacturing Coordinator- Richard is the most experienced manufacturer in our
group so he will be in charge of making sure our designs are producible.
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Material Selector- Richard researches and analyzes potential materials for use, and
contacts resellers and manufacturers for quotes and information.
Writer- Richard writes the rough drafts of important documents and submits them to
Travis and Josh for revision and inspection.
The upcoming events that need to be completed can be seen Appendix F.

Chapter 7
To preface the basis for these recommendations, it should be noted that the "spin"
feature of our bowler can be significantly improved using a different design. The angled
rollers apply spin to the ball; however the spin mostly angles the ball as it comes off of
the ramp and doesn't create the hooking effect of a professional bowler. This is due to
the ball rolling down the ramp. By rolling without slip, especially over the polyurethane
roller, the ball picks up significant forward spin, and the roller simply shifts the axis of that
spin. This off axis spin means that the ball rolls at an angle, but doesn't exactly hook.
After extensive testing and research, we found that the location of the ball's finger holes
will actually create the desired hooking effect.

Recommendations:
For future projects, the device does not need external devices to make the ball hook,
by the nature of the varying cores in a bowling ball; some balls will hook naturally based
on their mass moment of inertia. For this reason one of two things need to happen to
"apply" spin: either the net effect of the bowler's spinning mechanism acts in only one
direction, or the ball needs to be prespun and the rollers would have to allow the ball to
slide with slip instead of rolling. One other idea is to use a sliding carriage like a roller
coaster to get the ball going. Basically, if a new iteration of the project were to be
made, the physics of bowling need to analyzed a little more carefully. When a good
bowler puts spin on the ball, the ball is going significantly faster than our bowler, so to
similarly replicate this motion, some kind of additional speed mechanism needs to be
created.
The biggest challenges that we faced had to do with manufacturing, since every single
piece of the project was essentially unique, building the device took a very long time.
We have logged over 600 hours in the Cal Poly machine shops between the three of us,
and with some better material selection we could have reduced that significantly.
Simplicity is the key with design, and we most definitely did not try to make our device
as simple as possible. On the contrary, as Appendix B illustrates, we have designed a lot
of different parts that all take a long time to machine. This is mostly due to high
manufacturing costs of outside machine shops, and the price of trying to get a
professional machine shop to make small quantities of parts.
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Due to our limited budget, we were slightly hindered in our material selections, more
ideal materials could have been selected to reduce weight and improve performance,
but these all come at a high cost. For example, our solid polyurethane roller could have
easily been a polyurethane tube slipped over a wooden dowel, but the tube would
have been custom. Most polyurethane specialists charge extra for having to make a
custom mold and then add additional charges for only ordering one unit. The Delrin
roller could have been replaced with a straight section of two inch PVC, but since we
did not realize how heavy the solid delrin would be and the spinning aspect was
unnecessary, we did not think of it. This change would make a significant difference in
the end product because the torsion bar could be completely removed, and a lot of
weight would be removed.
Another recommended change would be to use ball casters instead of wheel casters.
The wheel casters have created some unwanted movement when the device is
attached to a power chair. By constantly having to rotate the casters, the user has a lot
to think about when bowling, and by using more versatile ball casters; the wheels would
never create problems like they currently
do.
Another issue with the Rock N Bowl II is
the rigidity of the gator attachment in
relation to the U-stand and ramp. We
recommend possibly adding some bars
or ropes to firmly attach the gator arms
to each leg and the bottom of the ramp
as Figure 44 shows. By firmly attaching
the gator arms to the other assemblies
the entire device would become more
rigid and user friendly.
With that being said, our device is still
being tested, and hopefully, users will
find ways to make the Rock-N-Bowl work
Figure 44: Rock N Bowl II with added rigidity bars.
for them. Therefore, before
recommending that the idea be
scrapped and redone, we would like to suggest that the Rock-N-Bowl II be thoroughly
tested and used by athletes until they become used to how the ball acts coming off
the ramp. We have designed the device with a lot of adjustability and we have taken
into consideration the needs of a lot of different users.
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Conclusions:
The Rock-N-Bowl II is designed with a wide variety of users in mind, and adjustability is
something that it does wonderfully. Whether it is being used as a stationary ramp, or an
attached ramp, the Rock-N-Bowl II allows the user to choose the level of inclusion they
desire. By pioneering the Variable Least Restrictive Environment (VLRE), users will be
immersed in the sport of bowling in precisely the way they desire. Using revolutionary
ideas that allow the bowler to bear its own weight, the Rock-N-Bowl II is a game
changer in the world of assistive bowling

Reference
Winnick, Joseph. Adapted Physical Education and Sport. New York: Human Kinetics,
2005.
All images are courtesy of www.google.images.com as accessed on 10/18/2010
sources!
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Appendix A: QFD and Decision Matrices
House of Quality:
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Decision Matrices

Figure 45: Preliminary Pugh Matrix which compared all of the designs we came up with to the DATUM, the IKAN
Bowler.
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Figure 46: Pugh Matrix for our top three designs and comparing them to the DATUM, in this case it was the two
sets of rollers design
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Figure 47: Weighted Decision Matrix which really tested the best design based on weight factors determined
from the House of Quality in Appendix B
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Appendix B: Drawing Packet
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Appendix C: Cost and List of Vendors
Part
RAMP
Rollers
Roller
PVC bends
Steel rod
Top of Ramp rest section
Brackets
Bracket center tube
Belt
Pulleys
Drill/Pulley connection
Ramp to U mount plate
Bottom Mount Plate
Ball stop O-ring
Ball stop washer
Roller washer
Casters
bearings
Loctite 480
U and LEGS
Casters
PVC caps
Locking Hinges
Leg-Hinge Inserts
PVC
U plate
Motor Mount
ATTACHMENT
Horizontal for attachment
Inner bar for telescope
Outer Bar for telescope
Gator Jaws
Gator Attach Bar
T-bracket connector
Pivot Locking Hinge
CONTROLER
PVC Elbow
PVC Extension arm 1"

Description
Polyurethane 2 1/2"x12" roller
Delrin 2 1/2" x 3' rod
90 degree 80 gage pvc conduit
5/8"x 6' steel rod
2" schedule 80 5' pipe
1 aluminum bar 6'x2 1/2"x1/4" **
aluminum rod 2"x12"
Urethane Belt
2 1/2" OD 3" aluminum rod
Aluminum rod 3/8"x 12"
aluminum plate 6"x36"x1/4" (same stock as Motor mount)**
aluminum plate 6"x36"x1/4" (same stock as Motor mount)**
Silcone O-ring with 2 3/4" od AND 2 1/4" ID 1/4" thick (5 pack)
PVC Scrap turned down to 2 1/4" OD 1/4" thick
Delrin rod 1' long
Low profile caster 3/4" height
1/2"x1 3/8"x7/16" Shielded Bearings
Loctite 480 glue
rubber wheel threaded stem caster 2 1/2" height
PVC Cap 2" sched 40
Locks open and closed 2 1/8"x2 1/4"x 3" Bronze plated
Aluminum Rod Stock
2" schedule 80 2 5' pipe
aluminum plate 6"x36"x3/8"
aluminum plate 6"x36"x1/4" (same stock as Motor mount)**
80/20 10 SERIES 1501 1.5" X 1.5" MONO-SLOT T-SLOTTED
EXTRUSION x 48"
Aluminum Plate 6'
Aluminum Plate 6'
aluminum plate 36"x1 1/2"x1/4"
Square Aluminum Tubing 3/4"IDx1 1/4"ODx 12"
Aluminum Tube 1 1/2" x 3"x 12"
Pivoting hinge for bottom attachment Steel version
1" pvc elbow
Schedule 40 PVC 1" 5' **
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Total Cost
112.56
78.42
49.92
29.56
0.00
37.31
38.34
0.00
14.42
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.92
0.00
8.28
4.76
24.95
45.70
13.14
1.96
8.78
17.04
45.90
26.26
37.66
11.89
10.94
13.76
207.80
0.56
4.46

Joystick
Potentiometer
Control box
Drill and battery and motor
controller
PVC T
Wires
SAFETY
Safety Sheild
Safety Backing Brackets
Safety Backing
Roller Backing
Safety Bar
Safety Strap
MISC
Bolts
Screws
Quick Pin
Torsion Strap
Misc
Color Code

Aluminum rod 3/8"x 12"
Slide Potentiometer
Fuse Box

5.62
18.91
5.17

Makita drill and battery pack and band saw control
Schedule 80 PVC reduction tee 2x1x2
18 gauge wire
12"x24"x1/8" Acrylic Plate
1/2"x1/4"x6' Aluminum
12"x24"x1/8" Acrylic Plate from sheild
39.1"x24"x1/8" Acrylic Plate
Aluminum Rod 1/2"x 36"
Aluminum 3/16"x1/2"x36" strip
Assoprted
3/8" long machine screws
Spring-loaded quick-release clevis pins with head 3/8"x3 1/64"
usable length (10 pack)
Aluminum Plate
shipping and other unforseen costs
Total Cost
Source
Mcmaster
Home Depot
Amazon
Ace Hardware Online
Precision Urethane
Drillspot
VXB
Hardware Source
Opentip

0.00
7.26
6.30
44.53
7.76
0.00
0.00
13.25
11.86
30.00
30.00
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27.80
18.63
50.00
1227.75

Appendix D: Vendor Supplied Components
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Appendix E: Detailed Analysis
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Appendix F: Planning
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Figure 48: Gantt Chart
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Order
Components

Begin CNC of
Roller Braces

Clean and
Polish all
surfaces

Begin Nub
Turning

Clean and prep
for pressing

Begin Roller
Machining

Clean all
surfaces and
prep for
pressing

Press Rollers
onto Steel rod

Cut any
“simple”
lengths

Deburr and
clean

Assemble
Stand

Begin Stand
Assembly
drilling

Deburr all
holes and prep
for assembly

Start Gator
Assembly
machining

Clean all
surfaces and
start assebly
Figure 49: Manufacturing plan
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Press Nubs
and Bearings

Assemble
Rock-N-Bowl II
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11

10

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Item
No

Attachment

Ball Friction

Battery Life

Weight

Accuracy

Expected Life
Span
Setup Time

User Input
Range
Spin Speed

Ball Speed

Specification or
Clause
Reference

70 lbs
max
Go Bowling!
1 hours
min
Transmit Spin ball spins
with roller
attach to wheel
attach
chair

Score high at
the lanes
Scale

TR

5 mins
max
10" @ 60'

Time the setup

RR

TR

RR

JG

TR

CV

DV

DV

PV

PV

PV

PV

DV

All
JG

CV

CV

RR

JG

Bowling alley
6 mph
speedometer
min
No motion
Mike Test
larger than 6"
Watch ball on 1.4 rad/s
the alley
Factor of safety
2

Test
Acceptan
Test
Test Description
Responsibility
ce Criteria
Stage

TEST PLAN

Tab
le 6:
Roc
kN
Bo
wl
II
DV
P&
R
1

1

3

3

20

2

1

20

1

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

5/13/2011 5/13/2011

6/4/2011

6/4/2011

6/4/2011

6/4/2011

6/4/2011

6/4/2011

6/2/2011

67 lbs

passed

passed

passed

passed

passed

passed

13 min
continuous
5/27/2011 5/27/2011
passed

6/4/2011

6/4/2011

6/4/2011

6/4/2011

6/4/2011

6/4/2011

6/2/2011

yes

yes

all

all

18

all

yes

all

yes

none

none

2

none

none

none

none

gators firmly grab the chair

Passed because spinner is not on for more than
a quarter of the time
ball picts up spin from the roller

repeatable scored a 124

The ball can travel from one edge of the lane to
the gutter on the other

user can easily control the spin

ball consistent at 6 mph

NOTES

TEST REPORT
TIMING
TEST RESULTS
Finish
Quantity Quantity
Test Result
Quantity Type Start date
date
Pass
Fail
20
B
6/4/2011 6/4/2011
6 mph
all
none

SAMPLES

Rock N Bowl II DVP&R

Appendix G: User Manual
Setup Process:
1.) Set ramp on table ledge
2.) Unscrew thumb screws from the top of the legs
3.) Unlatch hinges to allow legs to deploy
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4.) Screw thumb screws into top of U-Stand, and tighten

5.) Unscrew center thumb screw in U-Stand
6.) Hold U-Stand in one hand and ramp in the other

7.) Put top ramp plate on U-Stand and line up holes

8.) Tighten center thumb screw
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9.) Connect power cord from ramp to U-Stand

10.) Insert Battery into Battery Holster

11.) Position Control Box to correct angle and height

12.) Attach Gator Bars to power chair by adjusting pivot locking hinges and Gator
Arms to correct position and tighten thumb screws onto power chair attachment
point

-OR (For stationary use)- 150 -

Lock leg casters to keep ramp stationary

Bowling Process:
-If Attached to Power chair:
1.) Roll backwards to proper approach distance
2.) Roll forward a small amount to flip casters to forward position (Note: The helper
can do this to avoid excessive wiggling)

3.) Place ball on top of ball rest behind O-rings

4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)

Take note of hole position (this will affect curvature of throw)
Roll forward when ready (with or without spin)
Stop quickly before end of ramp reaches foul line on lane
Watch ball roll!

-Not Attached:
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1.) Approach Ramp
2.) Place ball on top behind O-rings
3.) Reach through back shield and push ball forward
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